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QAnon in the news

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html


Jo Rae Perkins

https://newrepublic.com/article/161103/qa
non-cultification-american-right

https://newrepublic.com/article/161103/qanon-cultification-american-right


Jo Rae Perkins

https://newrepublic.com/article/161103/qa
non-cultification-american-right

About two months before declaring from Sea-Tac 
that the revolution was here, Perkins won 
912,814 votes in her race to represent Oregon in 
the U.S. Senate. That was close to the total 
number of votes Trump received in the state. 
Perkins had stunned national political observers 
earlier in 2020, when she won the Republican 
primary, beating out three other candidates

https://newrepublic.com/article/161103/qanon-cultification-american-right


Jo Rae Perkins

https://newrepublic.com/article/161103/qa
non-cultification-american-right

That result perhaps gives a more clear sign of 
her hard-core base of support: 178,004, just 
below 50 percent of the GOP primary vote. What 
had shocked whatever remains of the Republican 
establishment was Perkins’s avowed, enthusiastic 
support for the right-wing conspiracy cult QAnon, 
which places Donald Trump and select 
government insiders at the center of a crusade 
against pedophiles

https://newrepublic.com/article/161103/qanon-cultification-american-right


Jo Rae Perkins

https://www.facebook.com/JoRaePerkins/v
ideos/10214953201864020/

https://www.facebook.com/JoRaePerkins/videos/10214953201864020/


Jo Rae Perkins



Turner Diaries

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/09/how-
the-turner-diaries-changed-white-nationalism/500039/

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/09/how-the-turner-diaries-changed-white-nationalism/500039/


Turner Diaries

• Before there was an alt-right, there was 
The Turner Diaries.

• First published nearly 40 years ago, the 
infamous dystopian novel depicts a 
fictional white nationalist revolution 
culminating in global genocide.

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html


Turner Diaries

The events of the book open 25 years ago 
today—September 16, 1991, the date of the 
first entry in Earl Turner’s diary. The 
fictional diary describes a racist’s vision of a 
nightmare world, in which “The System”—
African American enforcers led by Jewish 
politicians—attempt to confiscate all guns in 
the United States

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html


Turner Diaries

• A secretive organization known as The 
Order rises up to take back the country for 
white supremacists, eventually winning an 
apocalyptic insurgency and nuclear war, 
first taking over the country and later the 
world. 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html


Turner Diaries

• The Turner Diaries was created in the 
1970s by William Luther Pierce, leader of 
the neo-Nazi group the National Alliance. 
Crudely written and wildly racist, The 
Turner Diaries has helped inspire dozens 
of armed robberies and more than 200 
murders in the decades since its 
publication.

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html


Turner Diaries
• The Turner Diaries first made headlines when a 

violent white nationalist gang appropriated the 
name of The Order, following the tactical 
blueprint for terrorism in the book. Turner 
catapulted to national prominence when it was 
revealed to be a key inspiration for Oklahoma 
City bombing conspirator Timothy McVeigh, who 
killed 168 people using a truck bomb strikingly 
similar to one described in detail in the book.

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html


Turner Diaries

https://www.theverge.com/2021/1/12/22227049/amazon-
the-turner-diaries-q-anon-purge-removal-capitol-attack



Turner Diaries Overlap
The Turner Diaries is not specifically related to the 
QAnon movement. But the novel espouses 
ideologies that overlap with those of QAnon
believers, many of whom think President Donald 
Trump is waging a secret war against a cabal of 
child predators who run the country that will one 
day require them to participate in a violent 
overthrow of the US government.



Grooming Qanon Followers

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-
021-00257-y

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00257-y


QAnon goes “Pastel”

https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/qanon-pastel-
antivax-natural-parenting-community-freebirth-1098518/

https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/qanon-pastel-antivax-natural-parenting-community-freebirth-1098518/


QAnon goes Pastel

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/yoga-disinformation-qanon-
conspiracy-wellness

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/yoga-disinformation-qanon-conspiracy-wellness


QAnon and Yoga

Researchers have tried to document 
the recent revival of ‘conspirituality’ –
the intersection of yoga, spirituality 
and holistic health with conspiracy 
theories. The Conspirituality podcast, 
co-founded by cult survivor and yoga 
teacher Matthew Remski, lists figures 
in the wellness industry who have 
shared conspiracy theories and aims 
at exposing ‘faux-progressive wellness 
utopianism.’



QAnon in the news

The trend stretches beyond influencers. 
Conspiracy content shared by yoga and 
wellness enthusiasts, or what researcher 
Marc-André Argentino calls ‘Pastel 
QAnon’, also appears in various forms in 
spaces which are difficult for researchers 
to access, including private Facebook 
groups, or in the form of short-lived 
content such as Instagram stories.



Yoga, New Age, Ideologies

The historical links between yoga and New Age 
pursuits and extremist politics are well-
documented, including Nazi Germany’s interest 
in astrology and alternative medicine and the 
way yoga has sometimes served as inspiration 
to fascist ideology, including in Britain. Yoga, in 
addition, has embraced a ‘transgressive’ vision 
of itself, with the figure of the ‘rebel yogi’ a 
potent symbol in collective imagination.



Wellness and profits

Wellness and yoga influencers already had products to 
sell before the pandemic – be it guidance material or 
just time with themselves. The pandemic “validated 
content they already had” Remski says. Some of the 
influencers who embraced QAnon saw their 
engagement rates skyrocket online. Krystal Tini, a 
yoga teacher and owner of a yoga mat business, 
gained thousands of followers in the early days of the 
pandemic after posting long videos in support of 
QAnon, becoming one of the movement’s most 
successful wellness representatives.



QAnon and Yoga

Following President Joe Biden’s 
inauguration, the QAnon movement has 
splintered as its predictions have failed 
to materialise, leaving many supporters 
at a loss. Online yoga communities can 
drive their supporters further down the 
rabbit hole or provide a space to 
disengage from conspiracies.



More on wellness

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/202
0/04/wellness-qanon-coronavirus/

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/04/wellness-qanon-coronavirus/


Wellness

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/202
0/04/wellness-qanon-coronavirus/

Some have fused wellness hoaxes and 
pseudoscientific homeopathic treatments 
with QAnon and other far-right 
conspiracies. One such notable influencer is 
Joseph Arena, a chiropractor who uses the 
title “Dr.” and has more than 40,000 
followers. Arena has pushed explicit QAnon
theories about massive pedophile rings run 
by the deep state on his Instagram account 
and has directed his followers to pro-QAnon
pages to find “the truth.”

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/04/wellness-qanon-coronavirus/


Wellness

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/202
0/04/wellness-qanon-coronavirus/

Get ready, it is about to start,” Arena said in 
a Instagram story last Tuesday, 
regurgitating a modified version of a 
conspiracy theory that first surfaced in the 
1970s about Federal Emergency 
Management Agency plans to put people in 
concentration camps under the pretense of 
martial law. (Arena responded to a request 
for comment by threatening legal action if 
his name was included in this story.)

https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2020/04/wellness-qanon-coronavirus/


And anti-vaxxers

https://www.adolescent.net/a/the-ideology-behind-anti-vax-
mommy-bloggers-and-qanon-followers-
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And anti-vaxxers

https://www.adolescent.net/a/the-ideology-behind-anti-vax-
mommy-bloggers-and-qanon-followers-

Over the past few weeks, I’ve bookmarked a 
host of social media accounts and posts created 
by anti-vaxxers. They range vastly, from holistic 
mommy bloggers to QAnon conspiracy theorists 
(spoiler alert: they’re not mutually exclusive). 
I’ve witnessed pseudoscience being 
disseminated via fear-mongering, Boomer-style 
video clips. I’ve also seen it dressed up in a 
pastel Instagram theme, smushed between a 
swarm of baby photos and vinyasa yoga 
sequences. 

https://www.adolescent.net/a/the-ideology-behind-anti-vax-mommy-bloggers-and-qanon-followers-


Qanon focus on vaccines

https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/the-
qanon-threat-to-australias-vaccine-rollout/

https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/the-qanon-threat-to-australias-vaccine-rollout


Australia vaccines

https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/the-
qanon-threat-to-australias-vaccine-rollout/

The ever-evolving nature of the QAnon
conspiracy theories and the amalgamation of 
the movement with antivaxx activists will no 
doubt result in the spreading of 
misinformation about vaccination, and the 
Australian government must be ready to 
counter that not with rhetoric but with facts 
and clarity. The success of our vaccination 
program relies on both the government’s 
faith in the people and the people’s faith in 
the government.

https://www.aspistrategist.org.au/the-qanon-threat-to-australias-vaccine-rollout


QAnon and the continuing 
anti-vaccine effort



QAnon and anti-vaccine 
doctors



QAnon and the anti-vaccine 
doctors

https://www.vice.com/en/article/88avy5/a-
qanon-doctor-who-spoke-at-the-capitol-
riots-said-the-covid-vaccine-is-a-witches-
brew

https://www.vice.com/en/article/88avy5/a-qanon-doctor-who-spoke-at-the-capitol-riots-said-the-covid-vaccine-is-a-witches-brew


QAnon as a religion

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/arc
hive/2020/06/qanon-nothing-can-stop-
what-is-coming/610567

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2020/06/qanon-nothing-can-stop-what-is-coming/610567


QAnon and religion
• QAnon is emblematic of modern America’s 

susceptibility to conspiracy theories, and 
its enthusiasm for them. But it is also 
already much more than a loose collection 
of conspiracy-minded chat-room 
inhabitants. It is a movement united in 
mass rejection of reason, objectivity, and 
other Enlightenment values. And we are 
likely closer to the beginning of its story 
than the end. 

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html


QAnon in the news

• The group harnesses paranoia to fervent 
hope and a deep sense of belonging. The 
way it breathes life into an ancient 
preoccupation with end-times is also 
radically new. To look at QAnon is to see 
not just a conspiracy theory but the birth 
of a new religion

https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html
https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/michael-flynn-now-selling-qanon-203907741.html


QAnon and religion

https://theconversation.com/the-church-of-qanon-will-conspiracy-
theories-form-the-basis-of-a-new-religious-movement-137859

https://theconversation.com/the-church-of-qanon-will-conspiracy-theories-form-the-basis-of-a-new-religious-movement-137859


QAnon and religion

• On Feb. 23, I logged onto Zoom to 
observe the first public service of what is 
essentially a QAnon church operating out 
of the Omega Kingdom Ministry (OKM). 
I’ve spent 12 weeks attending this two-
hour Sunday morning service.



QAnon and religion

• What I’ve witnessed is an existing model 
of neo-charismatic home churches — the 
neo-charismatic movement is an offshoot 
of evangelical Protestant Christianity and 
is made up of thousands of independent 
organizations — where QAnon conspiracy 
theories are reinterpreted through the 
Bible. In turn, QAnon conspiracy theories 
serve as a lens to interpret the Bible itself.



QAnon and religion

• OKM is part of a network of independent 
congregations (or ekklesia) called Home 
Congregations Worldwide (HCW). The 
organization’s spiritual adviser is Mark 
Taylor, a self-proclaimed “Trump Prophet” 
and QAnon influencer with a large social 
media following on Twitter and YouTube.



QAnon and religion

• OKM is part of a network of independent 
congregations (or ekklesia) called Home 
Congregations Worldwide (HCW). The 
organization’s spiritual adviser is Mark 
Taylor, a self-proclaimed “Trump Prophet” 
and QAnon influencer with a large social 
media following on Twitter and YouTube.



QAnon and religion

• The resource page of the HCW website 
only links to QAnon propaganda —
including the documentary Fall Cabal by 
Dutch conspiracy theorist Janet 
Ossebaard, which is used to formally 
indoctrinate e-congregants into QAnon. 
This 10-part YouTube series was the core 
material for the weekly Bible study during 
QAnon church sessions I observed.



QAnon and religion

• The Sunday service is led by Russ 
Wagner, leader of the Indiana-based 
OKM, and Kevin Bushey, a retired colonel 
running for election to the Maine House of 
Representatives.



QAnon and religion
• Everything is explained though the lens of the 

Bible and QAnon narratives. Bushey then does 
45 minutes of decoding items that have 
appeared recently on the app called QMap that 
is used to share conspiracy theories. The last 15 
minutes are dedicated to communion and 
prayer.



QAnon and religion and Covid
19
• On May 3, the theme of the QAnon portion of 

the service was about COVID-19. Bushey spoke 
about a popular QAnon theory that the 
pandemic was planned. (There is no evidence of 
this.) And when an anti-vax conspiracy theory 
documentary called “Plandemic” went viral , the 
video was shared on the HCW websites as a way 
for e-congregants to consume the latest in a 
series of false theories about the coronavirus.



QAnon and religion
• What is clear is that Wagner and Bushey are 

leveraging religious beliefs and their “authority” 
as a pastor and ex-military officer to indoctrinate 
attendees into the QAnon church. Their 
objective is to train congregants to form their 
own home congregations in the future and grow 
the movement.



Qanon and politics

• .



QAnon and politics

• .



QAnon and politics

• .
In a statement on Friday, Collins campaign 
spokesperson Annie Clark said the senator 
“denounces QAnon” and its conspiracy theories. 
She said the committee makes contributions at 
the recommendation of House Republican 
leaders and it was “not aware of the activities 
of these two individuals at the time these two 
donations were made.”



QAnon and politics

• .



QAnon and religious 
congregatons

https://homecongregations.org/

https://homecongregations.org/


QAnon and video tutorials

http://qanon.video/q-videos/americas-frontline-doctors-summit-press-
conference/?fbclid=IwAR0aEnbmBUM9Bzipqh_6uuC5Z9D3UJP3VtavDm
wRtRle-Xgdg0kXDH6_IMk

http://qanon.video/q-videos/americas-frontline-doctors-summit-press-conference/?fbclid=IwAR0aEnbmBUM9Bzipqh_6uuC5Z9D3UJP3VtavDmwRtRle-Xgdg0kXDH6_IMk


QAnon revitalized by losing



QAnon and no “crisp” ending



QAnon adapting



Qanon – Trump and 
conspiracy theory research

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-
021-00257-y

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00257-y


QAnon and conspiracy 
research



Efforts to shut down social 
media
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